[Supero-inferior ventricles and hearts with crossed circulation. Apropos of 2 cases. Review of the literature].
Two cases of supero-inferior heart are reported. Segmental analysis of the first case showed: situs solitus, atrioventricular (left sided loop) and ventriculoarterial discordance, resulting in a corrected transposition with the aorta in L malposition. The second malformation arose on a situs inversus, atrioventricular concordance (left sided loop) and double outlet right ventricle. The right ventricle was on the right and above the left ventricle giving an appearance of paradoxal discordance. The atrioventricular connections determined a plane of cleavage between right and left circulations in the supero-inferior ventricles and an appearance of crossed circulations in the second case. Hypoplasia of the inflow tract, of the right ventricular sinus is almost constant in this type of spatial orientation of the ventricles. The embryological hypoplasias are suggestive of an abnormality in the rotation of the cardiac tube in a frontal plane for the superimposed ventricles and abnormal rotation secondary to ventricular septation in the hearts with crossed circulations. The different classifications proposed in the literature are discussed with respect to these cases.